www.eldoradocowboys.com
ECowboys02@aol.com
nevadacas.proboards.com

You won’t find a bunch of friendlier or more dedicated cowboys and cowgirls anywhere in the world than
those that are hooked up with this outfit. This shooting sport is growing at lightning speed and is more fun
than you will ever have in any other shooting discipline. We look forward to your participation in whatever
category you choose to participate in.
Choose your alias and shooting discipline carefully. As you progress in time, you may consider changing your
costume or even shooting style, but your registered nick name or alias might not be so easy to change.
Our parent club is the Single Action Shooting Society.
ELDORADO MINING & CATTLE COMPANY
The Eldorado Mining & Cattle Company is also known as the ELDORADO COWBOYS and is dedicated to
the promotion of Cowboy Action Shooting. The setting is that great Victorian era, during the late 19th century
in the United States and foreign countries where “Western Folklore” lived in infamy.
We get together on the first Sunday and the previous Saturday of each month to fulfill our cowboy fantasies
and socialize with other cowboys and cowgirls that share those same interests with a common bond: Cowboy
Action Shooting at its finest.
Cowboy Action Shooting is a multifaceted shooting sport in which contestants compete with loaded firearms
typical of those used in the taming of the old west: single action revolvers, lever action rifles and double barrel
side by side shotguns 97 pump or lever action shotguns.
The shooting competition is staged in a unique, characterized, “old west setting and style”.
Contestants shoot in several one, two or three gun stages, each of which is a controlled course of fire. Targets
are typically steel reactive with an occasional paper or cardboard target. Scoring is based on speed and
accuracy.
The truly unique aspect of Cowboy Action Shooting is the requirement placed on period dress. Each
participant is required to adopt a shooting alias appropriate to a character or profession of the late 19th century,
or a silver screen (Hollywood) western star. The costume and firearms are then designed and worn
accordingly.
SPIRIT OF THE GAME
As the game of Cowboy Action shooting has evolved, our competitors have developed and adopted an attitude
toward their participation that we call The Spirit of the Game. Competing in The Spirit of the Game means
that you fully participate and give fair chase in what the competition asks. You are honest with yourself and
your teammates that we call a Posse. The Spirited player does not look for ways to create an advantage out of
what is or is not stated as a rule or shooting procedure while engaged in the shooting discipline of this sport.
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ELDORADO COWBOYS ® Inc.
(ELDORADO MINING & CATTLE COMPANY, INC.) TM
The ELDORADO COWBOYS is registered in the state of Nevada as a Cowboy Action Shooting
Society. We hold monthly shooting sports and activities at Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Boulder
City, Nevada.
The shoots are scheduled for the 1st Sunday and preceding Saturday of each month. A short
mandatory shooters meeting will begin at 9:00 a.m. Other designated times are posted in our
monthly newsletter, the Eldorado Canyon Gazette. Shooting will commence immediately after
the meeting. Side matches are scheduled for 7:30 a.m.
We are affiliated with S.A.S.S. B.R.P.C. and NRA. We support these great organizations and
membership is suggested.
ELDORADO COWBOYS membership applications will be on hand at the shoots. They may also
be obtained from our web site at: EldoradoCowboys.com
Family and relatives of members are welcome. We also encourage observers to learn more about
our sport.
MEMBERSHIP & RANGE FEES:
Life Membership
Single Membership:
Family Membership:

$250.00
$ 25.00
$ 35.00 (Includes Juniors)

Club Badges (Optional)

$ 55.00

Club Member Range Fee
Non Member Range Fee
Juniors
Brand New First Time Shooters

$ 10.00
$ 15.00
Free
Free

We love beginners, especially first time shooters. We offer orientation clinics on a one on one
basis for anyone who wants to try our sport before investing in equipment. We offer the same
service to those who have the guns but would like to try shooting some stages before competing
in competition. Just give us a call and we will set up a private session. We will help you grow in
the world of Cowboy Action Shooting! So c’mon down and have some fun!
Eye and ear protection is mandatory. S.A.S.S. rules apply. BRPC range rules will be observed.
For information call or E-mail: Charming at 702-565-3736
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SINGLE ACTION SHOOTING SOCIETY
The SASS handbook includes the specific rules, regulations, and general guidelines adopted by the Single Action
Shooting Society. The SASS Range Operations Basic Course and SASS Range Officer Training Course offer an indepth interpretation and further clarification of these rules. The very latest version of the Shooters Handbook can
always be found on the SASS web site, <www.sassnet.com>. It is the intention and hope of SASS these
requirements will serve to preserve and protect Cowboy Action Shooting™ from the gimmickry and technical
gamesmanship that have had such a negative effect on other shooting disciplines. The founders of SASS believe
END of TRAIL and club and annual matches are as much an opportunity for fun and fellowship as they are
shooting competitions.
EQUIPMENT
Originals and reproductions of firearms manufactured during the early to late 1800’s, including Colts, Winchesters,
Remingtons, Smith & Wessons, Marlins, Sharps, and Henrys, are allowed in SASS competitions, so long as they
are in safe shooting condition.
AMMUNITION
All Ammunition must be lead. No jacketed bullets or bullets utilizing gas checks may be used.
RIFLES
Main, Team, and Side Matches (not Long Range or Precision Rifle) any lever or slide action, tubular fed, exposed
hammer rifle or carbine manufactured between 1860 and 1899, or any reproduction thereof.
• Center fire, .25-20 caliber or larger.
• Rifle must be in a “pistol” caliber (examples include, but are not limited to, .32-20, .38 Special, .38-40, .44-40,
and .45 Colt. No “rifle” calibers such as .30-30 or .38-55 are allowed.)
• Only 1860 to 1899 period style original or replica open iron sights or tang mounted peep sights are allowed.
• Barrel must be over 16” in length.
Rifles with box magazines may not be used.
SHOTGUNS
Any side by side or single shot shotgun typical of the period from approximately 1860 until 1899 without automatic
ejectors is allowed. Lever or slide action single barrel, tubular feed, exposed hammer shotguns of the period are
allowed, whether original or replicas. Military configurations are not allowed. Certain shooting categories require a
specific type of shotgun and ammunition to be used. Please see the shooting categories for further information.
• No larger bore than 10 gauges and no smaller than 20 gauges.
• All shotguns must have a barrel over 18” in length.
• Number 4 lead birdshot or smaller must be used in all events (no steel or plated shot).
• Magnum and high-velocity loads are not allowed.
Pump and lever action shotguns are allowed to load no more than two rounds at a time in the main match stages
unless specified in the stage description. In team events, shotguns may be loaded to their maximum magazine
capacity
REVOLVERS
A shooter’s category is determined by the type of “six-gun,” propellant, and shooting style used.
Although the .32 caliber revolvers and .36 caliber cap and ball pistols are legal, they may not be powerful enough to
handle all reactive targets. To the extent possible, reactive targets are set to fall when squarely hit with a
standard .38 Special 158 gr. factory load.
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CATEGORIES
SASS recognizes shooting categories based upon age, gender, costume, equipment, shooting
style and/or propellant. All SASS categories may be sub divided by gender. Competitors may
compete within any category for which they qualify. See the SASS handbook for a breakdown of
the categories.
CLOTHING AND ACCOUTERMENTS
Cowboy Action Shooting is a combination of historical reenactment and Saturday morning at the matinee.
Participants may choose the style of costume they wish to wear, but all clothing must be typical of the late
19th century, a B-western movie, or Western television series
SASS puts a great deal of emphasis on costuming because it adds so much to the uniqueness of our game and
helps create a festive, informal atmosphere that supports the friendly, fraternal feeling we encourage in our
competitors. All shooters must be in costume and we encourage invited guests and family also be
costumed. Shooters must remain in costume at all match events, dinners, awards ceremonies, dances, etc.
Costuming need not be an expensive endeavor. Levi 501 jeans are acceptable for weekend events. John
Wayne wore them in any number of movies. Good Will, Salvation Army and Savers are a source for collar
less shirts and B-Western shirts. Snaps are only allowed on the B-Western shirts. Just keep in mind you are
transporting yourself back to the middle to late 1800’s. There are also any number of vendors who cater to
cowboy action shooting.
SELECTING AN ALIAS
Every SASS member is required to select a shooting alias. Your alias may not in any way duplicate or
easily be confused with any other member’s alias. SASS headquarters is the final arbiter of whether an alias is
acceptable or not.
These rules are enforced in accepting a new alias for SASS registry:

•
•
•
•
•
•

It must be “printable” before a wide audience.
No duplications are permitted
If it SOUNDS the same, it is the same.
Adding “too”, “II” etc., is not acceptable
“Ranger” could become “Texas Ranger” but not “The Ranger”,
Historical names may not be modified to make them different. “Wyatt Earp” and “Marshal Wyatt Earp”
are considered the same.

There is an alias list on the SASS website. You can access it prior to calling SASS to secure your
membership. This saves time and frustration. The Alias Registry changes daily.
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STAGE
2 PISTOLS
5 ROUNDS EACH
HOLSTERED

SHOTGUN
RIFLE
PISTOL
PISTOL

RIFLE
10 ROUNDS
STAGED ON TABLE
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SHOTGUN
4 + ROUNDS
STAGED ON TABLE
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P1
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TABLE
LOADING

UNLOADING

PROCEDURE - START AT TABLE. HANDS IN GABBY HAYES
SURRENDER POSITION. SHOOTER WILL INDICATE WHEN READY.
TIMER WILL SAY STAND BY. AT THE BEEP.
PICK UP SHOTGUN.
ENGAGE SHOTGUN TARGETS IN ANY ORDER.
TARGETS MUST GO DOWN TO COUNT. YOU MUST SHOOT A MINIMUM
OF FOUR ROUNDS. PUT OPEN EMPTY SHOTGUN ON TABLE.
PICK UP RIFLE. FROM EITHER DIRECTION. SWEEP THE RIFLE
TARGETS THEN SWEEP THE RIFLE TARGETS FROM THE OTHER
DIRECTION. PUT OPEN EMPTY RIFLE ON TABLE.
DRAW FIRST PISTOL. FROM EITHER DIRECTION, SWEEP THE PISTOL
TARGETS. DRAW SECOND PISTOL. SWEEP THE PISTOL TARGETS
FROM THE OTHER DIRECTION. HOLSTER.
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RANGE RULES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
SPOTTERS RESPONSIBILITIES
Shooters will not be allowed to shoot the stage until there are three spotters present.
Spotters are responsible for observing that all targets and sequences are properly engaged. It is important that
spotters position themselves properly to observe the targets.
If you see a miss, it is a miss. Everything else is a hit. Spotters should be sure of their observations and not depend
on what the other spotters show at the end of the shooting sequence. The miss count will be the consensus of all three
spotters. In the case of a discrepancy, the advantage ALWAYS goes to the shooter.
The Range Officer running the timer does not spot. He will poll the spotters for consensus and relay it, along with the
time, to the scorekeeper.
LOADING RESPONSIBILITIES
All loading will be conducted only in the designated areas.
The loading table must be manned at all times by a designated loading officer or by the shooter behind them in the
shooting order.
The loading officer or the shooter behind them will check to make sure no round is under the firing pin of any
revolver.
The shooter is ultimately responsible to insure that all firearms are loaded with the correct number of rounds required
in a course of fire.
No one will leave the loading table with loaded guns until called to the firing line.
UNLOADING RESPONSIBILITIES
All unloading will be conducted in the designated area.
The unloading table must be manned at all times by a designated unloading officer or by the shooter ahead of them in
the shooting order.
At the unloading table, competitors will unload each of their firearms. The unloading officer must visually inspect all
chambers to make certain the firearms are empty before the shooter leaves the unloading table. All rifles and pump
and lever action shotguns must have their actions cycled for the inspection officer. All weapons, whether used or not
in the stage, must be inspected. Guns are not considered empty until they have been cleared by the unloading officer.
It is the responsibility of the unloading officer to be alert and of the shooter to make certain that the unloading officer
is watching the unloading procedure. The unloading shooter is required to show the unloading officer that his guns
are empty. Unloading officers will not touch shooters guns in any manner without first asking permission.
ANIMAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Animals are not allowed in the shooting areas. For the safety of the shooters and the dogs, all dogs must be kept on a
leash at all times when not in the shooter’s recreational vehicles.
It is expected that you will make sure that your dogs mind their manners with regard to other shooters gun carts,
equipment, etc. It is also understood that you will pick up after your dogs.
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CAMPING RESPONSIBILITIES
Quite time will be observed in the camping area between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am. Please be considerate with your generators.

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
Consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages in the shooting area is strictly prohibited while shooting matches are under way.
The Park Service rule, “If you carry it in, carry out” will be the rule of thumb. Please dispose of empty bottles and cans in a
responsible manner.
No shooter may ingest any substance that will affect his or her ability to participate with a maximum stage of awareness and in a
completely safe manner.
SPIRIT OF THE GAME
Please be courteous and do not approach the stages until it’s your possess turn to shoot. Crowding another posse can be distracting and
also create a safety issue.
It is important for all shooters to support their posse by being courteous, helping and encouraging other shooters and helping the posse
run smoothly. It takes eight or more people to run a shooter through a stage correctly.
One timer to make sure the shooter completes the stages safely and
correctly. Three spotters to watch for misses, if any
One scorekeeper to write times down
legibly. One shotgun target setter
Two safety officers to check that all firearms are properly loaded and unloaded.
One or more brass retriever
Cowboys may be required to do more than one job, depending on the posse size.
If you are not assigned to help run the stage or work the loading or unloading tables, please stay far enough behind the shooting line to
allow space for the people working the stage.
Please remember that some people are easily distracted. Please show courtesy and keep conversations to a minimum while a shooter
is on the line.
Shooters will stay with their posse throughout the shoot. If you have to leave the posse before everyone has finished shooting, please
advise someone that you are leaving and the reason.
Be aware that some shooters are very particular about their weapons. Do not move shooters’ guns from the firing line unless
instructed to move them by the Chief Range Officer to facilitate the movement of the stage.
Foul language, unsportsmanlike conduct and interpersonal conflicts WILL NOT be tolerated.
GUN CLUB MAINTENANCE RULES
No glass containers are permitted on the shooting range. Please do not litter. Please pick up your trash. Use the trash bins.
Let’s all help keep the range as clean as it should be.
GENERAL SHOOTING RULES
This is a cold range. All firearms will remain unloaded except while you are under the direct observation of a Range Officer.
Long guns will have their actions open immediately at the conclusion of each shooting sequence and while carried on the range unless
enclosed in a case or scabbard.
Handguns will be holstered except when on the firing line, at the loading or unloading tables, or in a safety area. Handguns will be
holstered at the conclusion of the guns immediate use unless the stage directions specify otherwise.
Eye and hearing protections must be worn by all competitors.
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MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION
ELDORADO COWBOYS®, Inc.
(THE ELDORADO MINING & CATTLE COMPANY) ®, Inc.
(Please print this page and send with each member application and waiver)
NAME:

ALIAS:

SASS #

BRPC #

NRA #

ADDRESS:
CITY
PHONE # (

STATE
)

ZIP

Email

WHEN ACCEPTED INTO MEMBERSHIP IN THE ELDORADO COWBOYS, I AGREE TO THE
FOLLOWING C O N D I T I O N S :
I CERTIFY THAT I AM A CITIZEN OF THE United States of America OR AN ALIEN
LEGALLY RESIDING OR VISITING IN THE U.S.A. I AM NOT A MEMBER OF ANY
ORGANIZATION OR GROUP HAVING AS ITS PURPOSE OR ONE OF ITS PURPOSES THE
OVERTHROW BY FORCE AND/OR VIOLENCE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OR ANY OF ITS POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS. THAT I HAVE NEVER BEEN
CONVICTED OF A FELONY OR CRIME OF VIOLENCE. WHEN ADMITTED TO MEMBERSHIP,
I WILL FULFILL THE OBLIGATION OF GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AND GOOD CITIZENSHIP,
AND BEHAVE LIKE A LADY OR GENTLEMAN IS EXPECTED.
INCLUDED WITH THIS COMPLETED APPLICATION & WAIVER IS MY $25.00 FOR SINGLE
MEMBERSHIP, $35.00 FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP OR $250.00 FOR A LIFE MEMBERSHIP.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO ELDORADO COWBOYS. Please forward to:
ELDORADO COWBOYS
P. O. BOX 91582
HENDERSON, NV 89009-1582

SIGNATURE

DATE

LIST ALL CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 12 AND 18 YEARS OF AGE THAT WILL
PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES OF THE CLUB. PLEASE UTILIZE ADDITIONAL FORMS IF
NEEDED.
NAME AND AGE

ALIAS

SASS #

NAME AND AGE

ALIAS
Please complete Waiver

SASS #

REVISED:
12/31/2012
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ELDORADO MINING AND CATTLE COMPANY ® Inc.
GENERAL RELEASE & LIABILITY WAIVER
I
(SHOOTER GIVEN NAME) hereby acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied to participate in and/or
observe the sport of cowboy action shooting and its related activities including, but not limited to any adult event, children’s games, entertainment, food
service and merchandise vendors. On behalf of myself, my heirs, distributes, legal representatives, next of kin and assigns agree to the provisions set forth
below:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

I hereby release, waive, discharge and covenant not to sue, make a claim against the person or persons or property of or prosecute the Eldorado Mining & Cattle
Company ®, Inc., (d.b.a. Eldorado Cowboys® Inc) or any of their affiliate organizations, officers, directors, shareholders, agents and or employees, herein referred
to as RELEASEES.
I hereby agree to indemnify and save and hold harmless the RELEASEES and each of them from any loss, liability, damage, or cost that RELEASEES may incur
due to the presence of or any act of the Undersigned while the Undersigned participates in or observes related activities being presented by RELEASEES, whether caused
by the passive or active negligence of RELEASEES or otherwise.
THE UNDERSIGNED IS AWARE THAT THE PARTICIPATION IN OR THE OBSERVATION OF THE SPORT OF COWBOY ACTION SHOOTING WITH LOADED FIREARMS, AND RELATED ACTIVITIES IS A HAZARDOUS ACTIVITY & HEREBY AGREES TO ASSUME ANY AND ALL
RISKS FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE, PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH.
The Undersigned gives consent to whatever medical care might be provided or available on the premises.
THE UNDERSIGNED AGREES THAT ANY UNSAFE ACT, INCLUDING THE USE OF ALCOHOL AND/OR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE WHILE INVOLVING THE HANDLING OR USE OF ANY FIREARM OR WHILE ARMED, WILL BE CAUSE FOR EXPULSION FROM THE RANGE, AND FORFEI- TURE
OF ANY AWARDS EARNED.
I further agree to abide by all rules & regulations as defined and contained in the current revised edition. Of the S.A.S.S. Shooters Handbook.
BOULDER RIFLE AND PISTOL CLUB - Waiver of Liability
I,
, do agree to hold harmless the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc., its officers, its members and associates and the
City of Boulder City, Nevada from any liability resulting from:
Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to my participation in any activity or class sponsored by the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club. Inc.
Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to my travel to or from Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc., ranges, or any location at which the Boulder Rifle and
Pistol Club, Inc. is conducting any activity.
Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to the actions of any person participating in any activity or class sponsored by the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc.
Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to my actions of any sort while on the property of the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. during any time when Boulder
Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. is not conducting any activity.
Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to the actions of any member, officer, or associate of the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. while on the property of
Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. during any time when Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, Inc. is not conducting an activity.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and I bind myself to the terms of this agreement.
Date:
Address:
Telephone:

Print Given Name:

SASS #_________
Zip_________
E-Mail________________________

City - State
Alias:

_

X Signature

I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and I am signing this agreement on behalf of a person under the age of
eighteen (18) years. I covenant that I have all legal authority to act on behalf of such minor person, and I bind said minor,
and / or myself to the terms of this agreement.
Date ________ Given Name of Minor ______________________ Age______ SASS #____________
Alias_____________________ Address_________________ City – State ________________Zip Code________
Telephone__________________ E-Mail________________________________

X Signature ____________________________________________
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BRPC WAIVER
1. Treat all firearms as if they are loaded at all times.
2. Keep finger off the trigger until aimed at a target.
3. Never let the muzzle POINT AT anything you are not willing to destroy.
4. Know the target and what is beyond the target.
5. No intoxicating substances or PERSONS UNDER THE INFLUENCE are allowed on the range.
6. Shoot only between berms with targets in the extreme rear of the pit.
7. Cooperate with others as to cease fires for target placement.
8. Shoot only approved targets: use no targets that shatter or cause ricochets.
9. Clean up targeting materials
10. Shoot only in designated areas.
11. NO 50 caliber BMG cartridges allowed. Black powder 50 caliber and up is OK.
12. No full-automatic fire on the courtesy range.
13. Shooting times are from dawn to dusk.
14. No armor piercing or tracer ammunition allowed.
15. The legal age limit is 18 for rifle/shotgun – 21 for pistol - unless accompanied by an adult.
16. Keep all targets below the ridgeline to provide a backstop.
17. Shooters & spectators must wear eye & ear protection.

Temporary Application and Release of Liability
In consideration of a limited membership in the Boulder Rifle and Pistol Club, I, The Undersigned, do
agree to hold harmless the Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc., it’s officers, it’s members and associates
and the City of Boulder City, Nevada from any liability resulting from:
1. Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to my participation in any activity or class sponsored
by the Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc.
2. Any injury of damage arising from or incidental to my travel to or from Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club,
Inc. range, or any location at which the Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. is conducting any activity.
3. Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to the action of any person participating in any
activity or class sponsored by the Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc.
4. Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to my actions of any sort while on the property of the
Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. during any time when Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. is not
conducting an activity.
5. Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to the actions of any member, officer, or associate of
the Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. while on the property of Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. during
any time when Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. is not conducting an activity.
6. Any injury or damage arising from or incidental to the actions of any third party, while on the
property of Boulder Rifle & Pistol Club, Inc. sponsors or conducts any activity or class
Each person signing below acknowledges that they have read, understand, and agree to the above Range
Rules and Release of Liability conditions, and do hereby agree that any infraction of these rules will
necessitate their removal from the range. This membership is limited to one two hour shooting session
on the courtesy range.
X Signature:_____________________________________________Date________________________
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